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5G
The next generation of wireless connectivity, 5G, is becoming a hot topic in
industry. However, there are still many myths and misconceptions surrounding
the new wireless technology. By enabling machine-based communications, 5G’s
capabilities go far beyond mobile broadband.
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BaSys4Dash			

The aim of the `BaSys4Dash´ research project is to develop a partially automated,
dashboard-based decision support system for two user companies. The BaSys
4.0 software system provides the basis for the partially automated evaluation of
processes and the visualization of information on dashboards that is tailored to the
situation and application at hand.
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The aim of the research project is
to support SMEs by providing a
methodically guided as-is analysis
and evaluation of the current IT-OT
integration status.
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Aachen Digital Architecture Management:
With the Right Approach into the Digital Future

Global IT Harmonization
Project with a Professional
Education Provider
Even in times of COVID-19, with the shift to remote work and online workshops, large-scale
information technology projects can be mastered. After the decentralized establishment of
various international subsidiaries, the organization in question was confronted with process
inefficiencies and a lack of support from the information systems implemented. This, in
combination with a strategic realignment with a new focus on remote learning formats,
resulted in the need for the international subsidiaries to redesign their entire IT landscapes.
The following article shows how the experts at FIR have helped to solve these challenges.
In order to be able to deploy appropriate information systems in the medium term and to
use resources more efficiently, it was decided to carry out an IT harmonization initiative.
By applying the Aachen Digital Architecture Management, not only was the harmonization
successfully advanced, but simultaneously the requirements for the digital architecture of
the company were identified and taken into account. >
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T

he strategic (re)alignment of the corporate division
had the obejctive of reducing global costs for
operational IT and expanding its continuing education
offerings even more strongly towards online learning
environments. These ambitious efforts were to be achieved
by first consolidating the international software application
landscape and then establishing an internationally harmonized
software application landscape based on a flexible and
scalable architecture. In the medium term, the web store
including a customer portal and a comprehensive learning
management system are to become the key components for
achieving the strategic goal of expanding the current system
into an attractive virtual learning environment. By using the
Aachen Digital Architecture Management (see Figure 1), it
was possible to drive forward the worldwide consolidation of
the application landscape and to consider the requirements
for a new infrastructure while taking a future-proof business
IT alignment into account. ADAM is a framework specifically
designed to structure the digital transformation of
developing a digitalization strategy and defining measures for
implementing a digital architecture.

the business development decisions, from the new business
model – a stronger focus on online training offerings – to the
new product and service structures this entails and to other
business processes, would affect the digital infrastructure side.
Based on the business development, it was already possible to
define some requirements for the new IT infrastructure. For
example, the new architecture had to be highly scalable in
order to be able to handle the at times very high numbers of
participants in the online training courses. Other aspects, such
as flexibility, also played a major role in order to allow countryspecific adaptations or to comply with legal regulations.
After a detailed analysis of the boundary conditions, the
relevant fields of action for this project were identified (see
Fig. 2). The greatest challenge, however, was that an overview
of all internationally deployed software applications and
processes was not available. Without such transparency, the
service company was not able to support the applications in
use worldwide. The service company’s small team had to be
put in a position to be able to support all applications; thus,
the number of applications to be supported must not be too
large.

Analyzing the project’s general framework conditions, in
particular business development aspects, it became apparent
that in recent years the entire company had undergone
various restructuring measures and had, to a significant
extent, decentralized its international activities. One of the
restructuring measures was to centralize the IT activities that
had previously been directly positioned in the core business
within specially created service units, which were now also
responsible for the support and further development of the
applications at the international level.

The core of the project was therefore to harmonize the
application landscape at the international level. As a result, all
other fields of action were subordinated to the ‘business and
functional fit’ field of action, and the focus of the project was
primarily on the systems level. The other fields of action were
nevertheless considered and pre-defined to a certain extent,
both with regard to the future digital architecture and to be
able to make decisions taking the resulting secondary criteria
into account.

However, the newly created service unit was confronted with
a variety of challenges. For example, it was not clear how

In workshops, the relevant processes were examined and
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Figure 1: The Aachen Digital Architecture Management (ADAM®) provided the project framework (Hicking et al. 2020, pp. 6-7)
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order processing, were identified. The applications were
then assigned to these capabilities.
After all the workshops had been held with the international
subsidiaries, initially held in person on site, at a later stage
only remotely, a highly heterogeneous picture emerged:
almost every subsidiary used its own applications and
had developed different specifications and processes for
managing participants and approving courses. It became
apparent how many different applications were used to
fulfill a specific business capability across the international
subsidiaries (for example, 21 applications were used for
the ‘Marketing’ process for the ‘Budget Management’
capability). Since individual applications were sometimes
used for several processes as well as to provide the required
business capabilities, the total number of applications used
does not equal the sum of all applications for the individual
business capabilities.
Subsequently, the 53 applications were assessed in terms of
their functional fit – i.e., how well the application fulfilled
the functions assigned to it –, and in terms of their technical
fit in relation to the individual capabilities – i.e., to what
extent the applications met the technical requirements. The
assessment revealed that great potential could be leveraged
by consolidating the applications, and that a large proportion
of the applications used only inadequately supported the
tasks to be performed by the business units.
The assessments of the functional and technical fit provided
the basis for the development of a roadmap. First, for every
application currently in use, a recommendation regarding its
future use was given. This recommendation also took other
aspects into account, such as how many capabilities the
application was supporting, to evaluate how business-critical
each application actually was. Business-critical applications
were analyzed more intensively than other applications.

Figure 2:
Identified fields of action

Aimed at avoiding at all costs that a subsidiary would face
additional challenges in the short term that would be
impossible to manage due to the COVID 19 pandemic. Finally,
after the recommendations on the individual applications
were approved by the Steering Board, a roadmap was
developed. In the roadmap, the individual recommendations
were integrated to form a project plan to be implemented in
multiple stages.
The roadmap defined the changes in the application
landscape for each stage, as the analysis of the business
and functional fit made it clear, a number of software
applications shoud be discontinued to use. As a result of the
analysis of the business and functional fit, it was proposed
to discontinue the use of a number of software applications.
However, some of these applications were still too heavilily
integrated into the company’s core processes, requiring an
extensive migration process. As part of the international
harmonization project, it was therefore agreed to document
the requirements for a new solution and launch a separate
project for software selection afterwards.

If you have any questions, check our
website adam.fir.de or please do not
hesitate to contact me!
Martin Bremer, M.Sc.
Project Manager
Information Management
FIR e. V.
at RWTH Aachen University
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